testimonials
Thank you for all your support and enthusiasm for putting my home front and
center in the new NYC&G March Issue. I am very pleased with how you, your
team, and Michael handled everything in achieving a very appealing portrait of
artist and home. I am very grateful. I have mainly heard back from your more
uptown target audience, and all responses have been very favorable.
Robert featured in the
How could they not be with such a lovely spread?
Kelly March 2014 issue

Thank you, thank you for
including our work in your latest
issue. It looks amazing. Pops
right off the page. We even had a
prospective client call today!

Someone walked into our showroom with our ad
from the magazine looking to buy a fireplace.
Hearth Fireplaces [May/June 2014 issue]

Jamie Drake
Drake Design Associates
[May/June 2014 issue]
new york cottages & gardens
april 2014
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We just wanted to email to say how thrilled we are with the
feature! We have yet to see the print copy, but the online
version is really making the rounds on Pinterest, Twitter,
Facebook & Instagram! We are getting tons of great feedback
and can't thank you enough for highlighting our work.
Suysel & Anne, Tilton Fenwick [May/June 2014 issue]

The feature of the Lolli e Memmolli
Aires collection is absolutely stunning
- I can not thank you enough! The
workshop is beyond ecstatic, thank you!
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[march 2014 issue]

Wanted to thank your for including the MRS feature
in your March issue. I really couldn't be happier with
the way it turned out. The article set such a nice
tone. Hope to work together more in the future.
Michelle, Studio MRS [May/June 2014 issue]
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